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While the Columbia Accident Investigation Board (CAIB) and NASA continue their
investigation into the cause of the Columbia mi.qhap, it is important for NASA's Space Flight
Enterprise to begin focusing on those activities necessary to expeditiously return the Space
Shuttle to flight.

Although NASA will be guided by the CAlB' s formal recommendations, we need to begin to
identify those critical actions now that we believe need to be completed before a safe return to
flight can be assmed. We will adjust this preliminary planning as necessary as we receive
recommendations from the CAlB.

...
The Deputy Associate Administrator for International Space Station and Space Shuttle
Programs will establish a formal "Retm'n to Flight" team, and provide direction for the team
to address these actions and other actions determined necessary to comply with the fOIDlal
recommendations of the CAIB. This team. will include key representatives. of the S~
Shuttle Program (SSP) office and supporting Human Space Flight Centers, and other NASA
center and headquarters personnel deemed appropriate. The team will plan for a safe return to
flight as soon as practicable. As a goal, the SSP shall plan for corrective actions and reviews
which support a launch opportunity as early as the Fall of2003. The team will Work closely
with the leadership of the International Space Stati9n (ISS) program to ensme that retmn to
flight plans support an optimal return to the tasks ofISS assembly and continued logistics

support.

Program return to flight actions should consider, but not be limited to the following:

A through review of the adequacy and robustness of key Space Shuttle systems, such
as me "msuIation approach cimClitly in use on tlle ExtmnaITarik;Operational concepts for on-orbit inspection and repair of TPS; .

A review of policies containing photographic and radar cOverage policies of critical

flight phases;
A review of Failure Modes and Effects Analyses, Critical Items Lists, Waivers,
Hazards, and their rebaselining and associated controls; and
The process for identification and resolution of in-flight safety of flight issues,
including the appropriate level of management viSl"bilit}i and decision in that process.



I. am asking you to initiate these Return to Flight activities as soon as posSlole, establish this
team, and provide a preliminary action plan no later than 1 April 2003. You Will be
responsible for providing the team charter and day-to-day direction.

To provide guidance and oversight of this activity, I am. also establishing the SpaceFlight
Leadership Counci4 consisting of yomself, the Office of Space Flight Center Directors, and
the Associate AdministratOr of Safety and Mission Assurance. During the Retm-n to F1ight
process, I have asked Dr. Michael Greenfield, Associate Deputy Administrator for Technical
Programs, to serve as co-chair with me.

Much needs to be done as we move forward to fly again. I anticipate that our processes will
be Strengthened and that the safety of flight enhanced as we return to flight.
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